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A murder during the Olympics may spark a war between Athens and Sparta in this historical

mystery in the “consistently excellent series” (Booklist). It is the Olympics of 460 BC. Nicolaos’s

best friend, Timodemus, is a competitor in the pankration, the deadly martial art of ancient

Greece. Timo is hot favorite to win—his only serious rival is Parmonos from Sparta. When

Parmonos is found beaten to death, it seems obvious Timodemus would be the killer. Who else

could have killed the second-best fighter in all Hellas but the very best? The judges of the

competition sentence Timodemus to be executed in four days’ time, as soon as the Sacred

Games have finished. Complicating everything is the fact that Athens and Sparta are already at

each other’s throats, in the opening stages of a power struggle for control of Hellas. If an

Athenian is found to have cheated at the Games by murdering a Spartan, it will be everything

the hawks in Sparta need to declare open war the moment the Sacred Truce is over. And that’s

a war Athens cannot hope to win. Now Nico and his partner in sleuthing, the annoyingly clever

priestess Diotima, have four days to save their friend and avert a war that would tear their

world apart.  

Praise for Sacred Games"Like its two predecessors, Sacred Games has an extremely well-

orchestrated climax and a key revelation you’ll happily kick yourself for not having spotted

earlier. And like all the best murder mysteries, these books don’t depend on revelation: they’re

a joy to re-read."—Open Letters Monthly"[Corby's] best thus far ... Corby integrates the political

intrigue of the day with fair-play plotting and welcome doses of humor. Fans of Steven Saylor's

Gordianus novels will be enthralled."—Publishers Weekly, STARRED Review"A well-paced

story that kept me turning the pages. It is extremely well-researched and taught me a lot about

Greek culture and the Olympic Games. Read it for the history and the story."—Historical Novel

Society"Dive into this book. Immerse yourself in the entire experience." —Kittling BooksPraise

for Gary Corby"Corby has not only made Greek history accessible—he's made it first-rate

entertainment."—Kelli Stanley, award-winning author of Nox Dormienda and City of

Dragons"Those who like their historicals with a touch of humor will welcome Australian author

Corby's promising debut... Corby displays a real gift for pacing and plotting."—Publishers

Weekly, STARRED Review“Mix one part ancient history, one part clever and contemporary

banter, and one part action, and you have a top-notch crime caper…. Highly recommended for

those looking for humor with their crime detecting.”—Library Journal"Energetic.... Very

entertaining."—Kirkus Reviews “Full of real historical figures and fascinating insights into

Greek and Persian culture…. A delightful romp.”—Shelf Awareness “Filled with detail,

atmosphere and history, but also humor. The characters feel like real people…. Complete with

maps, a list of characters both real and made up and an afterword with historical information,

this is a fun and funny as well as accurate historical.”—Romantic Times “A riotous romp

through ancient Greece. Lovers of history, especially of the ancient world, will definitely want to

read this mystery.”—Gumshoe Review “An entertaining read…. One does not need knowledge

of classical history to enjoy this mystery, because details of culture, politics, and history as so

deftly woven into the threads of the story that life in ancient Athens comes vividly alive.”—

Historical Novel Review --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorGary Corby lives in Sydney, Australia, with his wife and two daughters. He

blogs at A Dead Man Fell from the Sky, on all things ancient, Athenian, and mysterious. --This



text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.Day 1 of the 80th Olympiad of the Sacred Games The

procession wound past the Sanctuary of Zeus. They’d been walking two days, from Elis to

Olympia. “Will we get to see someone die?” Socrates asked. Like any boy, he looked

forward to the violence of the struggle more than the beauty of the sport. Unlike me, Socrates

had never seen death. To him, it was still a game. “How should I know?” I said. “You can

only hope.” We stood in the crowd to watch the long line file past: the athletes, their fathers

and uncles and brothers, the trainers and the Ten Judges of the Games. Socrates jumped up

and down to see over the shoulders of the spectators in front. That’s what he got for being a

twelve-year-old in a crowd of mostly men. The team from Sparta passed by, one of the few

teams I could recognize without having to ask, because Spartans march in step where others

walk. At the rear of the Spartans came one of the largest men I have ever seen, a towering hulk

—he was half as tall again as me, with shoulders that could have hefted an ox. The chiton he

wore had enough material to double as the sail for a small boat. The blacksmith who’d made

his armor must have wept for joy at the challenge, then died of exhaustion trying to cover such

a chest. Despite the two-day march the large man’s stride was brisk; he looked neither left nor

right, and he swung his well-muscled arms in much the same style as the Titans once had

done when they strode the earth. The Athenians came next. Leading them, almost in the

shadow of the huge Spartan, was Timodemus, son of Timonous, of the deme Archarnae. I

waved at once and shouted, “Chaire Timodemus! Hail Timodemus!” He smiled broadly

and waved back. “Chaire Nicolaos!” I raised my arms in a victory salute, meaning he

would win his event. Other men, all Athenians, cheered for Timodemus too. Everyone knew he

was one of the stars of this Olympics, a likely winner of the pankration, and Athens’ best hope

of a victory. The large Spartan, who had ignored everyone around him up to now, turned

and said something to Timodemus. Timo’s smile disappeared in an instant. Perhaps the

Spartan had complained of too much levity on what was supposed to be a solemn occasion.

Beside Timo walked a man who looked so like my friend I could have sworn the two were

brothers had I not known better. They were both short men and wore their hair cut almost to

the scalp, but by his weathered skin and destroyed left eye, I knew the other to be Timo’s

father. A third man, stockier and noticeably taller, walked with them a half-pace behind. He

looked like an older brother, and one more tired by the long march. This could be no one but

Timo’s uncle, and the eldest of the three. The men of Timo’s family were all former athletes,

and though they were too old to compete, the father at least had kept himself in decent

condition. Timodemus and the rest of the Athenians were followed by the Corinthians, then

the Thebans, the men of Argos and Thessaly, and Rhodes and all the other cities with athletes

whose excellence permitted them to compete at the 80th Games sacred to Zeus, King of the

Gods. The last of the contestants passed by, the forlorn and grimy men from Megara, who

every step of the way had eaten the dust raised by those who'd gone before. We spectators

waited for the tail to pass, then followed, as one large, milling crowd. Though it was still

early morning, already I sweated freely. The close mass of spectators added to the heat of this

already hot midsummer day. There must have been ten thousand of us, from every part of

Hellas, all at this one place called Olympia, here to bring glory to Zeus in the form of the

greatest sport in the world. We skirted the Sanctuary of Zeus, passed the newly raised

temple—so new in fact I’d yet to look inside—and stopped at the Bouleterion, the Council

House of Olympia. Men elbowed each other for the best positions to see and hear the

ceremony to come. Those at the back would struggle to hear. Socrates and I were small

enough to weave our way toward the front. The hellanodikai—the Judges of the Hellenes—



took the steps up the Bouleterion. They were dressed in formal chitons of bright colors, with

long sleeves that covered their arms and hems that went all the way down to their ankles. . All

ten wore expressions to match the gravity of their task. The judges were citizens of the city of

Elis, within whose land Olympia lies. For the next five days the word of these men was law, and

no man, not Pericles nor a King of Sparta, could gainsay them. All were chosen for their

honesty and integrity. Before the Council House stood a bronze statue of Zeus Herkios,

who is Zeus of the Oaths. He was twice the height of any man, and he held in each hand a

deadly thunderbolt, his right arm raised and ready to throw, a promise of retribution to any man

who broke an oath made before him. An enormous tripod stood to one side of the Zeus. It

held aloft a wide brazier that had been polished till it gleamed, and from which orange flames

leapt up in a futile attempt to touch Apollo’s sun. I could feel the heat of the fire upon my face,

even from a distance. The men next to it must have sweltered, the more so because it was

already a hot day in the middle of summer. On the other side of Zeus lay a thick altar

stone, where a boar squealed and struggled, his legs held down by two assistants whose

chitons were soaked with sweat. The Chief of the Judges stepped away from his fellows to

stand before Zeus and address the crowd. He delivered a prayer—a loud one over the squeals

of the waiting sacrifice—then recited the oath of the judges, in which he promised to be fair and

honest in all his decisions, to take no bribes and to respect the rules of the Games. An

assistant handed a knife to the Chief Judge, who took two steps to the writhing boar. He

pushed back its head with his left hand to expose the neck to the sharp blade in his right. As he

did the animal twisted so much its hind legs came free, the body rotated and almost fell. The

men swore and their knees sagged under the weight as they struggled to prevent the

squirming, screeching sacrifice from hitting the ground. Men about me drew in their

breath; if the animal escaped it would be a disaster. The assistant who’d presented the knife

jumped in and got his arms underneath at the last moment, and together they hauled the

sacrifice back up. The Chief Judge didn’t wait for anything else to go wrong. He plunged his

knife into the boar’s throat at once and sawed across the flesh. The blood spurted over

everyone clustered about the altar. As sacrifices go, it had been as bad as you could get, but it

was a death offered to Zeus, and that was the most important thing. The crowd resumed

breathing. A man beside me said, “The sacrifice didn’t go willingly. It’s an ill omen.” Men

around him nodded, and I could only agree. “Not so,” said another man. “The boar

struggled to live as the competitors will struggle to win. Zeus favors us with a tough contest this

Olympiad.” It was a middle-aged man who spoke, and balding, but his voice held authority and

a melodious tone that carried well. Many heard him and the crowd settled at his words.

The way the man had controlled us with his voice reminded me of Pericles. Curious, I studied

this stranger from aside. He had the look of a priest about him. But no priest I’d ever seen had

such a piercing way with his eyes, nor such intensity of expression. His head turned at that

moment and our eyes locked. He must have known I’d been staring, but he didn’t seem upset

so much as resigned, as if he was used to such rudeness. I was embarrassed and turned back

to the action before I felt forced to say something. The Butcher of the Games stepped

forward with his meat cleaver. He dismembered the thighs of the still-quivering boar and cut the

meat into thin slices. The Chief Judge took the first slice, and with bloody fingers tossed it into

the brazier, where the offering could be heard to sizzle as the meat roasted to charcoal. They

were not cooking the flesh, but giving it to Zeus, because meat on which an oath has been

made may not be eaten by mortal man. Each Judge in his turn repeated the actions of the

Chief, until all ten had made their oaths and reinforced them with the blood and meat of the

sacrifice. Next it was the turn of the athletes. They stepped forward, one by one, and made



their oath—a different one to that of the judges—to obey the rules, to neither cheat nor bribe,

and in addition they swore they had trained for at least ten months. To the men who would

compete in the boxing and the pankration, after each made his oath, the Chief Judge added,

“Mighty Zeus absolves you, athlete, from the charge of murder if you kill your opponent in the

contest.” Each athlete to whom the Chief Judge said this thanked him and stepped away.

The trainers and the fathers, brothers and uncles of the athletes too were required to make

their oaths, but without the need to affirm they had trained. For them, the oath was required

merely to ensure they did not cheat in favor of their relative. As they waited their turn in

line, I saw the Spartan turn once more to Timodemus and say something. It must have been an

insult, because Timo scowled and started forward. As one Timo’s father and uncle grabbed

Timodemus by the shoulders and dragged him back. The Spartan laughed and turned his

back on them. Timo’s father spoke to Timo, and even at a distance I could see they were

harsh words. He’d probably ordered Timo not to let the man provoke him. What was going on?

It was an act of utmost arrogance for the Spartan to insult a man and then expose his back.

I nudged the man next to me. “The big man to the side over there, the one among the

Spartans. Do you know who he is?” He looked where I pointed and nodded. “That’s

Arakos. He fights for the Spartans in the pankration. They say to face him is like fighting a

rock.” The pankration was Timo’s own event. Dear Gods, Timo would have to fight that

monster? Timo was a dead man. Arakos the Spartan stepped forward to take his turn at

the altar, along with his trainer, but no father or family. Arakos made his oath, and the Chief

Judge absolved him of murder in the coming contest. Then it was Timo’s turn to take the

oath, to promise not to cheat, and to sacrifice a thin slice of the boar. Arakos of Sparta

spoke once more as Timodemus came down the steps. Timodemus froze, then snarled in rage.

Every man present heard that snarl. Every head snapped in their direction. My friend

Timodemus, in full view of the judges and the crowd, launched himself off the steps, hands

stretching to strangle the Spartan. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.Read more
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Sacred Games bts music

Sacred Games (The Athenian Mysteries Book 3), The Marathon Conspiracy (The Athenian

Mysteries Book 4), Death Ex Machina (The Athenian Mysteries Book 5), The Singer from

Memphis (The Athenian Mysteries Book 6), Death on Delos (An Athenian Mystery Book 7),

The Pericles Commission (Mysteries of Ancient Greece Book 1), Aristotle Detective: An

Aristotle Detective Novel (The Aristotle Detective Novels), The Ionia Sanction (Mysteries of

Ancient Greece Book 2), Murder at the Feast of Rejoicing (The Lord Meren Mysteries), Drinker

of Blood (The Lord Meren Mysteries), Eater of Souls (The Lord Meren Mysteries)

Ebook Tops Reader, “The first Hercules Poirot.. I had a lot of fun reading this book. The book is

about a guy Nicolao that is a sleuth, but I believe that is not his real profession. The entire book

takes place during an Olympic game. One of the favorite athlete is killed and the #1 suspect is

his best contender. And they only have four days to solve the crime.It is so much as a Poirot

book. You have to wait until the last 10 pages to find out who the killer is. This book is fantastic!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Lots of Spartans and details of Olympic games!. This is the third book in

this series and they keep getting better. I like the character Nico and his lady love; the subplot

here is about their efforts to marry. This book gives a good account of the Olympic games and

of Spartans. While I guessed the murderer too easily (one of the reasons this is not a five), the

plot was generally good. However, I found the presence of an elderly Gorgo at the games a bit

of a stretch. I suspect the author contrived to get her in so he could have her utter the famous

saying about Spartan women being the only ones to give birth to real men etc. Pindar makes

an appearance. I did appreciate the author's remarks at the end but they went on forever! I

look forward to the next book. It is a good idea to read these in sequence as they refer back to

prior. I never finished the first one because it started out with Pericles and Nico examining a

dead body. The Greeks and Romans had an aversion to touching the dead as a source of

pollution.  The author does a better job here - mentions purification etc.”

Dr. M. W. Jackson, “Another winner in very amusing series. One from Crime Travellers..

Another winner in this series set in Ancient Greece when the Socrates was a child, Pericles the

coming -- but not yet come-- man, Plato was not yet born, but Sparta still despised, hated, and

feared Athens with its strange form of mob rule by the demos. Athenians, by and large, are so

busy pursuing the main chance and counting drachmas they seldom notice the antipathy of

others.Corby knows this world well and presents it in matter-of-fact prose that only occasionally

in this volume verges on lecturing, for the first time in the series. Throughout the other three

volumes and in most of this one, the learning and knowledge of Greek and Greece is lightly

sprinkled throughout the action. But there a couple of asides in these pages that layout

superfluous details about architecture and chariot-racing because, well, it seems, because

Corby knows them. Even so, the deadening effect of the lecture is leavened by his self-

deprecating characters who admit they are tiresome bores while they tiresomely bored this

reader. Disarming, that.Once again Diotima saves the day, but she needs saving, too, and

Nicos is just the man for that job! For once the boy Socrates manages to do as he is told

without yakking about it much to the surprise of Nicos, Diotima, and Socrates himself.The

Olympic Games on Mount Olympos is certainly one eye-catching setting with the sporting and

political rivalries all brought together.Recommended to all krimie time-travellers.”



Sophia Martin, “A fun read.. I debated over whether to buy this installment in Corby's Athenian

Mystery series since it's the third book. I usually won't start a series in the middle. But this one

was on sale, and I wanted to see how Corby would handle homosexuality in his story (it is,

after all, set in Ancient Greece). So I bought it and read it, really not sure what to expect. It was

really good! I've purchased the first two in the series. It was a lot of fun reading a mystery set in

Ancient Greece, and I also enjoyed the author's note, which elaborated on the research he did.

The writing style was solid in structure and grammar, and the voice was very likable. Corby's

protagonist, Nicholaos, was flawed and charming. And as for my question regarding how he

handled homosexuality, I can't complain. He neither avoids it nor makes it central, and he treats

it like any other orientation. I have found a new author to follow.”

Angie Boyter, “Read the book. Don’t get the audio version.. I love this series! It has interesting

plots, engaging characters, and lots of wry but never mean humor. To top it off, author Corby is

meticulous in his detail, with a cast of characters that identifies which characters are real and

which are fictional and a very extensive afterword filling in historical details and, again, letting

the reader know what actually happened and what was literary license. This afterword was

over 30 pages long and added a lot to my enjoyment. The audio version of the book excludes

both the cast of characters and the afterword. I would NOT call it an unabridged presentation.

DO read the book, but you will miss a lot if you get the audio version.”

kenniget, “A winner. This is the first book in this series that I've read and I loved it. The

characters are well drawn and compelling. I particularly liked Socrates and would like to see

more of his character. The author creates a very full and rich feeling for life in ancient Greece

and his comments at the end of the book were fascinating; don't miss them. However, he uses

modern vernacular quite liberally. While this disturbed me at first, I soon came to enjoy his use

of language as it is consistent with the characters and adds much humor. Finally, the book also

works very well as a mystery. There were just enough twists and turns to keep me engaged. I

will definitely read the other books in this series.”

Clemens A. Schoonderwoert, “A Fantastic Olympic Games Greek Mystery. Read this book in

2013, and its the 3rd volume of the amazing "Athenian" mystery series from the Aussie author,

Gary Corby.Set in 460BC at the Olympics in which Nico's best friend, Timodemus, is due to

enter the Pankration competition.Timodemus's rival is the Spartan, Parmonos, who's found

dead and everyone assumes that Timodemus is the killer, and for Nico and his partner-in-

sleuthing, the clever priestess, Diotima, to come with the solution about who's the real

murderer and to do this within four days before the Sacred Games are finished.What is to

follow is a witty Greek mystery, where the historical details are splendidly interwoven within this

tale, and where Nico and Diotima in their cunning and clever way will solve this mystery of

mayhem and murder at the Olympics.Highly recommended, for this a little gem of a Greek

mystery of a terrific series, and that's why I like to call this episode: "A Fantastic Olympic

Games Greek Mystery"!”

Nikiforos V Fokas, “I have come down --from Mount Olympus!. This series is a delight. Diotima

and Nicolaos (despite the author's insistence to its credentials, this seems a much later

Orthodox/Byzantine name, doesn't it) are loveable characters in their own way. A jolly romp in

each book but Mr. Corby doesn't shy away the more grim aspects of the times but the idea of

including Perikles, Themistokles and other real-life personae add heft to each saga and I am

sure to complete my hardback series (only 3 of 7) shortly.Recommended.”



tony, “another brilliant offering from mr corby. highly recommended for anyone who likes to read

ancient history. but beware this series is highly addictive. the book is amusing and still quite

informative. a brilliant read”

HEARTS, “sacred games a great read. the books are very good have them all the first one

good.But next 6 you are in for treat loved them”

Mrs. Lr Stevens, “Ancient Greece brought to life.. More adventures in classical Athens. Mr

Corby blend of history, humour and whodunnit is perfect. I can't wait for the next instalment.”

The book by Gary Corby has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 90 people have provided feedback.
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